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ABSTRACT. This paper provides technical and conceptual information on a swarm art project called Sleep Paintings.
The project consists of a series of colour images generated by an ant-based clustering algorithm operating with sleep
data sets extracted from electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. The algorithm was originally proposed for clustering and
classification and is described by a simple set of equations that model the local behavior of artificial ants (data samples)
in a way that, when travelling on a heterogeneous 2-dimensional lattice of vectors, they form clusters of similar data
samples, while changing the vectors of the environmental lattice. The 2-dimensional colored abstract sketches of human
sleep described in the paper result from the visualization of the lattice.
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Introduction

Swarm art is a term used to describe artworks or ornamental objects that are entirely or partially
generated by artificial intelligence models with swarming behavior and emergent properties 0. The
concept is a particular case of broader creative practices that bridge art, science and technology,
usually described by terms like generative art or digital art.
Sleep Paintings is a swarm art project that consists of a series of coloured drawings generated by an
algorithm whose working mechanisms are inspired by the communication strategies of eusocial insects
0. To create the images, the algorithm uses data from polysomnography signals, like
electroencephalograms (EEG), recorded from a series of human subjects with and without sleep
disorders. Each image is therefore a kind of visual representation of corresponding patient’s sleep.
The algorithm is called KANTS 0 0 and was developed with the objective of analyzing large sets of
correlated data: i.e., KANTS is basically a clustering and classification algorithm. Here, we use it
exclusively for creative purposes. The data consists of 3-dimensional vectors extracted from sleep
EEGs. Following a set of simple rules, the data samples move and self-organize on a grid that we may
call, within this context, a digital canvas. In order to communicate with each other and attract similar
data, the samples change the vectors of the canvas’s regions that they visit, making them more similar
to the vector they represent. The result is a visual representation of sleep.
Algorithm

KANTS is a population-based algorithm. The population consists of data samples (called ants) that
move on a grid where each cell is mapped to a vector of real-valued variables. The dimension of the
grid’s vectors is the same as the data samples. While moving through the grid, the ants change the
values of the vectors so that they tend to be more similar to their own values. At the same time, each
ant is attracted to areas of the grid where the Euclidean distance between its data sample and the
environmental vectors in that particular section is minimized. If the algorithm is properly tuned 0, the
population self-organizes into clusters of similar samples. KANTS is a clustering algorithm.
As stated above, the artificial ants of the KANTS algorithm communicate via the environment,
while changing that same environment. In nature, this process of communicating through the
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environment is known as stigmergy 0. Natural ants, for instance, use a chemical substance that they
secrete, called pheromone 0, to attract mates, signal danger or provide clues to other ants about a
specific location. In KANTS, the pheromone is the grid vector’s values. Hence, the grid of vectors is a
kind of pheromone map, shaped by the ants throughout the whole process.
In our exploration of KANTS as a swarm art tool, the maps are used for generating 2-dimensional
colored images in the RGB system. The vectors are directly translated to the R, G, and B values (threevariable data samples are used here, which makes it easy to translate the values into RGB images, but
other forms of translating vectors to RGB can be devised). Since the ants tend to cluster, thus changing
the values in that region, it is expected that the pheromone map, after a certain number of iterations,
shows non-random patterns.
The algorithm works as follows.
The grid vectors are initially set to random values uniformly distributed in the range 0, 1.0 . Then,
the ants are randomly placed on the grid (after their vectors are also normalized within the range
0, 1 ). In each iteration, each ant is allowed to move to a different cell of the habitat and modify that
cell’s vector values. The ants movements are described by sing equations 1 and 2, taken from Ant
System 0.
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Equation 1 measures the relative probability of moving to a cell with pheromone density . The
parameter (
0 is associated with the osmotropotaxic sensitivity, recognized by Wilson 0 as one
of two fundamental types of an ant’s sensing and processing of pheromone and related to instantaneous
pheromone gradient following. In other words, parameter controls the degree of randomness with
which the ants follow the gradient of pheromone.
Parameter
0 defines the sensory capacity 1⁄ , which describes the fact that each ant’s
ability to sense pheromone decreases somewhat at high concentrations. This means that each ant
eventually moves away from a trail when the pheromone reaches a high concentration.
Equation 2 models the probability of an ant moving from cell to a specific cell that belongs to the
Moore neighborhood ( ) of : → , defined after a discretization of time and space, is the probability
of moving from cell to ;
is given by equation 1 and
is set to 1 if the cell is within the
Moore neighborhood (with range 1) and 0 otherwise. The pheromone density in equation 1 is
defined as the inverse of the Euclidean distance
,
and
between the vector carried by ant
the vector in cell , at time-step t,
– see equation 3. That is, the shorter the Euclidean
distance is, the more intense is the pheromone level.
1

[3]

,

With these rules, ants tend to travel to cells that are mapped to vectors which are “closer” to their
own vector. The ants update the vector in the cell where they are currently on, plus the vectors in the
cell’s Moore neighborhood (with a user-defined range 2) according to equation 4, where
is the
average Euclidean distance between the data vector and the environmental vectors in its Moore
neighborhood. This is the equation that modifies the environment and, ultimately, generates the
images.
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The grid vectors are all evaporated in each time-step. Evaporation is done by updating the vectors
with Equation 5, where ∈ 0,1.0 (usually a small value, in the range 0.001, 0.1 ) is the evaporation
is the vector’s initial state (at
0). Basically, the evaporation step “pushes” the vectors
rate and
towards their initial values.
.

[5]

Finally, a probably test restricts the movement of the ants: an ant only moves if a random value
uniform.ly distributed in the range [0,1] is above a probability value :
1⁄

[6]

where
is the averaged Euclidean distance to the neighbors and
is the number of
ants in the neighborhood (Moore with range 1). If there are no ants in the neighborhood except the ant
itself,
1. This rule promotes the immovability of ants adjoining similar ants. The pseudocode of the algorithm is given by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: KANTS
1. Initialize an array
with random values in the range [0, 1], where
is the size of the habitat and is
the dimension of the data samples
2. Store data samples in an array of size
,
, where is the number of variables of the vectors.
3. Distribute the ants randomly on the environment.
4. For each ant do:
5. Update habitat (grid) vectors: apply equation 4 to the vectors in the Moore neighborhood (range 2) of the ant.
6. Determine
(number of ants in neighborhood, with range 1), average distance to neighbors and average
distance to the neighboring cells.
7. For each ant do if random[0,1] < ( is defined by equation 6):
8. Compute → for each possible destination cell (not occupied and within the Moore neighborhood with range
1
0.5
/
).
9. Decide where to go by roulette wheel selection. Move to selected cell.
10. For each cell in the environment evaporate pheromone: apply equation 5 to the vector in the cell.
11. If stop criteria not met return to 4.

Sleep Paintings

Sleep is a state of reduced and filtered sensory and motor activity, within which there are different
stages, each one with a distinct set of associated physiological and neurological features. The correct
identification of these stages 0 is very important for the diagnosis and treatment of sleep disorders.
However, sleep classification is not completely standardized. Usually, sleep experts make the
classification by visual methods, i.e., they analyze the signal and then, according to its patterns in a
specific time period, they decide in which stage the patient was in that precise period. However, such
method is time-consuming and prone to errors. Hence, it is very important for biomedical sleep
research to devise methods to extract the proper information that is later used for classification.
Hjorth 0 proposed a method for extracting three parameters from EEG signals. The first is a measure
of the mean power representing the activity of the signal. The second, called mobility, is an estimate of
the mean frequency. The third estimates the bandwidth of the signal and represents complexity. The
main advantage of this method is its low computational cost when compared to others. Furthermore,
the time-domain orientation of this representation may prove suitable for situations where ongoing
EEG analysis is required.
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Ou
ur choice oof the Hjortth parametters is mereely practicaal: the threee variabless can be directly transslated
into RGB valuues, generrating the desired 2--dimension
nal represeentation oof sleep. Other
O
extraaction
hods and feeatures havve been used when teesting KA
ANTS as a possible c lustering algorithm
a
f an
for
meth
autom
matic classsifying sysstem. However, for thhe presentt work, we are only cconcerned with the visual
v
patterns displayyed by thee environm
mental gridd (or phero
omone map) and thee Hjorth feeatures aree well
d for thiis purposee. Another possibillity is to compute the meaan power of the EEG,
suited
electrrooculograaphy (EOG
G) and elecctromyograaphy (EMG
G) signals and createe also 3-dimensionall data
vecto
ors.
Reeal data froom five addult sane patients
p
annd babies were
w
used. Each recoording is approximat
a
tely 8
hourss long, divided into 30
3 secondss epochs. T
The EEG siignals weree analyzedd and each epoch classsified
withiin one of thhe R&K cllasses 0 by a medical expert teaam. Then, the
t Hjorth pparameterss were extrracted
or th
he mean poower of thhe EEG, EOG
E
and E
EMG weree computed
d and the files with the param
meters
correesponding tto the EEG
G signals of
o each pattient were created. Each
E
vectorr is labeled
d with the class
assig
gned by thee experts. Since therre are threee parametters in the data set, the ants are describeed by
,
,
.
Paarameters and aree set to 32 and
a 0.2. Thhese valuess are in thee range of tthe parameeter space that
t in
0 putts the systeem in the self-organiz
s
zed state. P
Parameterss 1 and were adjuusted until the results were
satisffactory (coonsidering the subjecctive opiniion of thee author). Range
R
2 remained fixed ( 2 2)
throu
ugh all the experimennts. Finally, probabilitty in Equ
uation 6 waas set to 1.

Fig. 1. Images generated by sleep da
ata of four different
d
patitients
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The algorithm stops after 50 iterations and the environmental lattice at
50 is used to generate
the images in the RGB format. Each set of values is stored in 200 200 arrays, each one being the
source for creating an RGB image.
KANTS habitat size is set to 200 200. Given the size of the data sets, the suggested ratio between
grid size and number vectors 0 generates images too small to be properly visualized and valued.
Therefore, input files of each patient’s data with 10 copies of each sample were created. Some of the
results are in Fig. 1.
It is clear that each night’s data set generates unique drawings, even if there are common features to
all of them. However, each one shows unique patterns and major differences are also observed, namely
in the dominant color of the drawings. These colors are related to the dynamics of the sleep and
distribution of sleep stages.
Sleep data showed to be an alluring raw material for swarm art. Since the ants tend to cluster, thus
changing the values in the clustering region, it is expected that the pheromone map, after a certain
number of iterations, shows non-random patterns, like a kind of a fuzzy patchwork. In addition, the
stochastic nature of the process and the size and range of the data samples, make these sleep signatures
unique, not only for each patient, but also for each night’s sleep. The resulting pherogenic paintings
not only represent an interesting imagery related to human sleep, but can also be a basis for a
conceptual framework for artists and scientists to work with.
For long, sleep was a mysterious state that science and philosophy tried to study and interpret. In
addition, dreams, an inseparable feature of the human sleep, added a mystic aura to this physiological
state. Having the opportunity of generating representations of a night’s sleep with a novel bio-inspired
and self-organized algorithm is surely inspiring. Furthermore, the whole process is based on a kind of
distributed creativity, i.e., the drawings are in part generated by the person/patient, since the data
samples shape the environment, and in part created by the swarm and its local rules, from which global
and complex behavior emerges. Our proposal to Art&Science in Evolutionary Computation is to
collect and present several sleep paintings in a large grid, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Sleep Pain
ntings by Artificial Ants
s, 2017

Conc
clusions

KA
ANTS is aan ant-bassed algoritthm for daata clusterring and sw
warm art. The algorithm geneerates
clusteers of dataa samples by
b letting those sam
mples (ants)) travel thrrough a heeterogeneou
us environnment.
The ants
a comm
municate viaa the envirronment annd modify it. The idea is to use the resultiing environnment
(pherromone maaps) to creeate 2-dimeensional coolor repressentation of
o data setss. Previoussly, this cooncept
has been
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used to create Abstractin
ng the Absstract, for which chrromatic innformation from historical
abstract paintinngs was useed to feed the
t algorithhm and gen
nerate reintterpretationns of thosee same painntings
– seee Fig. 3. A
Abstractingg the Abstrract receivved positive feedback
k from thee communiity, winninng the
2012
2 Evolutionnary Art, Design and
a
Crea tivity Com
mpetition of the G
Genetic and Evolutioonary
Comp
putation C
Conference 0.
Th
his paper ddescribes another
a
swaarm art expperiment with
w KANT
TS. In thiss case, sleeep EEG data are
used.. The resullting imagees are aestthetically innteresting,, with dynaamic patterrns and co
olors that spread
s
throu
ugh the cannvas in a balanced
b
way.
w
They also havee the intereesting charracteristic of
o being unique
u
repreesentations of a nightt’s sleep. Furthermor
F
re, they aree the resultt of a distrributed creativity, bettween
the slleep patiennt, the persoon that tun
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Fig
g. 3. Abstraccting the Ab
bstract, 201
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p to bottom (left): Mond
drian’s Com
mposition in Red, Pollocck’s
Num
mber, Kandin
nsky’s Impro
ovisation, Miró’s
M
The B
Birth of Day III. On the right: corressponding im
mages gene
erated
by KANTS.
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